
Sustainabulletin
Our take on all things green #2



As Greta Thunberg makes her ‘You’re not trying hard enough’

speech to congress we have to ask ourselves as marketers...

Are we trying hard enough?

Consumer attitudes towards sustainability are starting to shift - call it the

‘Attenborough effect’. And there are signs that consumer behaviour is

beginning to change as well, from single use plastics and recycling to more

conscious consumption.

But it’s still brands and businesses that are expected to lead the way –

responding to and anticipating the growing desire for greener products.

With consumers more active and vocal, brands are more exposed and

accountable than ever before. In this post Blue Planet era brand loyalties

can quickly come under strain and all categories are subject to scrutiny.

It’s a wake-up call for brands and it’s never too soon to take action.



So what does this mean for marketers?

Over the next few weeks we will tackle 3 sustainability topics and offer an

Elephant perspective along with some inspiring examples of brands that

are shaking things up and embracing change.

#1. Planet Sized Consumption: Is sustainability 

fundamentally at odds with fast moving consumer goods?

#2. Eco Impact: How do we bridge the gap between 
consumer intention and behaviour?

#3. Challenger Behaviour: Is it really possible to deliver 
sustainable solutions with scale?



#2. Eco Impact

How do we bridge the gap between 

consumer intention and behaviour?



#2. Eco Impact

With all the activism, ‘plastic attacks’ and focus on the environment of

late, you’d be forgiven for thinking that consumers had morphed into eco

warriors overnight... but the reality is far from it. Despite good intentions,

consumer concerns have not automatically translated into more

sustainable choices. Say hello to the ‘intention – behaviour gap’.

Why the gap? Because we are all naturally wired to take the path of least

resistance. Our behaviour tends to follow the status quo and run on

autopilot, unless it is acted upon by external forces. And it can take a

monumental effort to change even the smallest, simplest aspects of our

routines. No matter how noble our intentions.

But before we all despair, it is possible to close the gap. Quoting the guru

of behavioural economics, Dan Ariely, think of it like the forces needed to

propel a rocket into space. ‘Too much friction, and it won’t fly. Not

enough fuel, and it won’t fly either’. What marketers and brands need to

do is to reduce the friction, increase the fuel and harness the power of

peers to help consumers to turn their green intentions into action.

Read on to find out more...



Reduce the Friction



Reduce the Friction

Simple in theory, hard in practice. How do we

minimise the friction - the feelings, issues and

barriers that deter consumers from acting in a

more environmentally friendly way? Whether

that’s the hassle factor of recycling, or the

confusion when faced with eco-labelling.

We believe there is huge scope for brands to

help. From using technology and systems to

simplify, choosing language that will educate

and empower, or turning the sustainable

choice into the default and not the

exception.
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Giki

Giki is an app that helps users to shop more

sustainably and reduce their environmental

impact with a quick search or barcode scan.

Giki app users can search for products and are

provided with information about them, such as

whether they have a low carbon footprint,

contain palm oil or have easily recyclable or

limited packaging. Empowering shoppers with

the knowledge to make more informed choices.

By Humankind

A brand providing an easy switch to refillable

deodorants to combat single use plastic waste.

By Humankind guarantees convenience by

sending its customers refills in paper-based pods

whenever required. By switching to this brand for

a year, consumers save 5 pounds of single use

plastic and are also treated to a product that is

made of many natural ingredients. It’s a win for

the environment and for consumers’ bodies.

Halō

Halō exists because compromise shouldn’t. The

best coffees can also be best for the planet.

The majority of coffee capsules are made of

plastic and aluminium, and of the 13,500

consumed every minute, only 21% of them are

recycled. That’s why Halō has made the world’s

first 100% compostable paper capsule, offering

consumers an easier way to make a greener

choice without compromising on quality.



Increase the Fuel



Increase the Fuel

Offer a carrot and not a stick. Consumers

are feeling guilty enough as it is. Brands

need to make positive sustainable

behaviour more appealing. And therefore

more likely to actually happen.

Fuel is anything that makes those greener

choices more fun, motivating and

rewarding. That might be incentivisation,

competitions and gamification. Or it could

be by creating sustainable products that

are desirable, high performing and with no

perceived compromise or downsides.
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Dash Water

An innovative and desirable brand dedicated to

reducing food waste in a fun way.

Dash Water makes flavoured waters from wonky

fruit and vegetables that would otherwise go to

waste. With bold packaging and popular

flavours such as lemon, raspberry and

cucumber, this brand offers consumers an

appealing product which is also sustainable.

One Save/Day

An app that uses gamification to encourage

users to live sustainably through small daily acts.

The app is based on the principle that every little

action helps to save the environment. The app

sets users a daily challenge which they should

complete. Challenges range from not eating

meat to picking up a piece of plastic. Once

completed, users can see how many others

participated and the impact of their actions.

Ze-Knit by Napapijri

A clothing line by Napapijri that is sustainably

manufactured without compromising style.

The Ze-Knit collection is digitally knitted into the

desired shape, as opposed to being knitted into

a fabric which is then cut into shape. In this way,

less waste is produced and fewer resources are

used. By buying from this collection, consumers

invest in fashionable and environmentally

friendly clothing.



Harness Peer Power



Harness Peer Power

Behaviour doesn’t happen in a vacuum.

External forces are always at play, both

societal and environmental. So how do we

influence the individual and make them feel

part of something bigger, a collective

movement?

It’s well-documented that consumers today

listen to and respond to peers, above and

beyond businesses. Brands need to find the

right messenger and speak through the right

channels. Create communities, enable peer

to peer interactions and encourage the

individual to do their bit alongside others.
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Olio

Olio is starting a food sharing revolution by

connecting neighbours and businesses, sharing

food that would otherwise go to waste.

Fast, free and friendly, Olio is a brand whose

goal is to normalise food sharing behaviour. With

a variety of ways for people to get involved –

from spreading the word in your area, to picking

up surplus food and redistributing it – this is all

about peer to peer networks and influence.

BEE Midtown & Evening Standard

BEE Midtown and the Evening Standard have

launched the Future London Plastic Free Project,

which aims to create a plastic free community.

Banners encouraging Midtown Londoners to cut

their plastic usage have been created as part of

the campaign. Londoners are also urged to take

a plastic free pledge, which consists of simple

actions individuals and businesses can

collectively take to reduce plastic consumption.

Lauren Singer

One of a growing number of sustainable lifestyle

influencers, Lauren Singer’s blog ‘Trash is for

Tossers’ documents her zero-waste life in a way

that’s designed to inspire her audience.

Combining lifestyle posts, practical tips, and a

curated e-commerce page, Lauren’s blog is

both aspirational and full of green activism.

Brands she has partnered with include Veja, Re-

done and Reformation.



How do we bridge the gap between consumer intention 

and behaviour?

By reducing the feelings, issues and barriers that get in the way of action.

By making sustainable choices more fun, motivating and rewarding.

And by harnessing the power of peer influence and collective mindsets.

We’d love to hear your thoughts and experiences.

To discuss the sustainability issues facing your brand give us a bell on

0207 291 8000 or email kate@elephantscantjump.com.

With our expertise in insight, Elephants can apply behavioural economic

thinking to identify the ‘friction’ deterring sustainability in your category

and use our innovation tools to find ‘fuel’ that will propel your consumers

and your brand towards a more environmentally friendly future.

mailto:kate@elephantscantjump.com

